Chinese New Year Hand Fans

Year of the Pig

For a single fan, print as many as you need, and cut any white borders. Fold in a concertina fashion (about 1 cm wide), then punch holes along the bottom edge to thread through some red raffia (or string, ribbon or wool). Tie in a knot to secure, and cut off any excess raffia. Fan out. You could also tie another knot at the end of the length of raffia to form a loop, and hang as wall decorations. To make a large fan, you will need three sheets of printables to make one fan. Follow the steps above to the point of punching holes. Lay them side by side. Using double sided tape or glue along the sides of the middle fan and stick together. Leave to dry if using glue, then thread the raffia through. Knot to secure, then fan out.

For Personal Use Only. Not For Resale.
You are welcome to have this printed at a print shop if required.
Colours may vary on printing due to different screen and printer settings.
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